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Among the many religious folk  paintings I  own,  some are very large in  size;
others are small, almost manuscript size. Most were presented in full image but
unfortunately  a  small  number  of  them  are  cut-downs  or  fragments  of  larger
paintings.  In  any case,  they all  represent  very significant  aspects of  Chinese
cultural life, philosophy, and religion. 

Particular attention should be paid to a group of approximately 100 paintings*
that are manuscript size, carrying various playful  and mystic figures, including
animals both mystic and otherwise. All of which are painted in vivid beautiful and
unusual  natural  color  pigments,  depicting  religious  meaning,  scenery,  and/or
ancient tale. Some of these small Daoist paintings bear three-calligraphy words
of  “ ”和義社  (He  Yi  She)  –a  name  that  is  possibly  for  a  small  religious
organization, club, or a fraternity-like group that bears some sort of brotherhood
or a common mission. Some display Immortals or a hell scene, while others bear
calligraphy such as characters of “ ”值符  (Zhi-Fu), a character of “ ”查  (Cha, To
inspect), and some other words written with ink brush. 

Many  larger  sized  paintings  include  scenes  of  Taoist  Immortals  as  well  as
depictions of hell and other Buddhist scenes. This type of fanciful folk paintings
supposedly often was created for special religious occasion or ceremony. The
lavish colors used and the narrative style multiple details suggest the expansion
of the importance of these paintings with the purpose of being hung to provide a
theme or a back ground for the religious activities. Several large size paintings
are signed with various different signatures. All are impressive with the lavish
paint colors derived from the natural resources. Compositions are often bold in
some of these massive size paintings.

Included  in  this  collection  of  religious  paintings  are  also  some medium-sized
paintings.  Among  them,  a  few  are  painted  with  more  subtle  colors  and
compositions. Of which, some display operatic like figures rather than religious
themes, while others depict mysterious immortal scenes. 

*Note: At the time of publishing this article, some of the smaller manuscript size paintings were
missing. So, the total number of the paintings in this size is more correctly 60-70 pieces.
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